
PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING: WCNY/WUNY/WJNY-FM, and ReadOut 
subcarrier service: 2nd Quarter 2019.

Cambridge Forum runs every Saturday at 8:30 PM on ReadOut. Cambridge Forum 
comes from WGBH Boston. Here are program topics from the shows that aired in April, 
May, and June 2019. (Note: No underwriting on this program)

1) GOOD AND MAD - PART 2: Rebecca Traister, author and NY magazine journalist, 
examines the history of feminism and the #Metoo movement in the light of recent 
political events in Washington and beyond. (Aired 4/6)

2) DREAM MACHINE 1: Princeton University professor and author of Undocumented 
Dan-El Padilla Peralta shares the story of his own American dream journey.  His life has 
taken him from the Dominican Republic to a  New York City homeless shelter as an 
undocumented immigrant, and eventually rising to the top of his Princeton class. What 
lessons might be drawn from Undocumented to shed light on the plight of America’s 
undocumented?. (Aired 4/13) 

3) DREAM MACHINE 2 - Author of Undocumented and immigration activist Dan-El 
Padilla Peralta is joined by a panel of immigration experts to discuss what lessons might 
be drawn from Undocumented to shed light on the plight of America’s undocumented. 
(Aired 4/20)

4) HEALING FROM HATE 1 - Michael Kimmel,  author of Healing From Hate, talks with 
two former skinheads and neo-Nazis to better understand the root causes of hate and 
how and if it is possible to bring these marginalized males back from society’s extremist 
edge. (Aired 4/27) 

5) HEALING FROM HATE 2 - Michael Kimmel,  author of Healing From Hate, talks with 
two former skinheads and neo-Nazis to better understand how and if it is possible to 
bring these marginalized males back from society’s extremist edge, and they  respond 
to questions from the audience (Aired 5/4)

6) WAR AGAINST SCIENCE 1 - A conversation with environmental scientist Joel 
Clement who recently resigned his post as a senior Department of Interior official over 
the suppression of facts about implications of climate change on human populations. He 
cited the department's  “poor leadership, waste, and failures on climate change.” (Aired 
5/11) 

9) WAR AGAINST SCIENCE, PART 2 -  The conversation continues with environmental 
scientists Joel Clement, H. Curtis Spalding, Brown University and Andrew Rosenberg, 
Director for Science and Democracy at Union of Concerned Scientists  on the War 
Against Science. (Aired 5/18) 

10) TRUST Part 1 - From government to business, banks to media, trust in institutions 
is at an all-time low. But this isn't the age of distrust - far from it. Rachel Botsman talks 



about how technology is transforming trust and what this means for life, work and 
business. (Aired 5/25)  

11) TRUST Part 2 - If you can't trust those in charge, who can you trust? The 
conversation continues with Rachel Botsman, who researches how technology is 
transforming trust and what this means for life, work and business. (Aired 6/1) 

12) WHITEWASH: Carey Gillam, journalist and author of Whitewash, discusses the first 
historic verdict against Monsanto in the San Francisco courts.  This decision opens the 
door to thousands of similar civilian litigation suits regarding cancer caused by 
Monsanto's pesticides.  (Aired 6/8)

13) HAPPINESS 1 - NYT journalist John Leland reflects on the timeless subject in his 
new book Happiness Is a Choice You  Make: Lessons From a Year Among the Oldest 
Old. It's based on his interviews with some of New York City’s oldest and savviest 
residents who have come to understand the experience of aging during their twilight 
years. (Aired 6/15)

14) HAPPINESS 2 - NYT journalist John Leland continues the conversation about the 
timeless subject of his new book Happiness Is a Choice You  Make: Lessons From a 
Year Among the Oldest Old. It's based on his interviews with some of New York City’s 
oldest residents who offer up clues into the joyful experience of aging during the twilight 
years. (Aired 6/22)

15) WOMEN SLAVEOWNERS - Historian Stephanie Jones-Rogers discusses her new 
book about the role of white women in American slavery. "They Were Her Property" 
reveals that slave-owning women were sophisticated economic actors who directly 
engaged in and benefited from the South’s slave market. (Aired 6/29)

Capitol Pressroom Update is a 90-second report featuring New York State-related 
news. It is hosted by Susan Arbetter, the host of “The Capitol Pressroom” (see below). 
These updates air on WCNY Classic FM on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays after the 
NPR news updates at 12:06 PM, 4:06 PM, and 6:06 PM. 

Ivory Tower is a public affairs program from WCNY-TV that airs on ReadOut on 
Saturdays at 7:30 PM.  (Videos of each show may be found at http://www.wcny.org) 
Here are the programs that aired in April, May and June 2019. (Note: No underwriting 
on this program)

1) The panelists discuss what they liked and what they didn't like about Gov. 
Cuomo's new budget. Then they talk about the national budget and Betsy DeVos 
proposing to cut the Special Olympics out. Finally, a discussion on Joe Biden's 
interpersonal relationship skills. Is it just harmless Joe being Joe, or is it a sort of 
licentious male privilege, just assuming the other person is ok with it? (Aired 4/6)  



2) The Ivorians discuss the latest on the Middle East and Trump's declaration of 
Iran’s Revolutionary Guard as a terrorist organization. Then they breakdown the 
impact Democrats could have on Fox News. And, there have been 488 
confirmed cases of measles in the state; how should we balance public health 
and personal liberty? (Aired 4/13)   

3) The panelists discuss the fallout of the Mueller Report. Then they breakdown 
the latest on Wikileaks founder Julian Assange and his e arrest. And, the 
Syracuse Post Standard this week reported about the tax breaks given to real 
estate developers in Syracuse. Should the city be making these deals?  (Aired 
4/20)  

   
4) The panelists weigh in on the state’s decision to replace I-81 in Syracuse with 
the Community Grid Plan, and then turn to the Mueller Report and ask the 
question, "Should impeachment proceedings start?" Next, a look at the latest tax 
hike in New York, this time in Syracuse. Is this a smart choice? Finally, hearings 
have started on the Farmworker Fair labor Act; is this bill a good thing for Central 
NY farmers? (Aired 4/27)  

5) The panelists discuss Bernie Sanders’ idea of letting prisoners vote. Does this 
take criminal justice too far? Next, the fight between the executive and legislative 
branches of our government. Finally, a look at violence against religious 
institutions. Is this about religion, revenge or supremacy? (Aired 5/4)  

 
6) The panelists discuss the U.S. trade war with China. Then they talk about a 
female athlete with extra natural testosterone who is beating all the female 
competition; does she have an unfair advantage? Then a look at student debt; 
what can be done to help college students not spend a lifetime paying back their 
student loans? (Aired 5/11)

7) The panelists discuss the new Alabama “heartbeat bill” that was passed. Will it 
challenge Roe v Wade? Will the states get to decide about abortion for 
themselves? Next, with the number of school shootings happening more 
frequently, what is the right approach when it comes to training for such a horrific 
event? Finally, are Democrats taking a risk by taking “So Help Me God” out of 
Congressional oaths? (Aired 5/18) 

8) The panel discusses the fight between the White House and Congress. Is 
institutional resistance against the President working? Next, they turn to U.S. 
foreign policy. Are we stumbling towards a conflict? Finally, the measles outbreak 
is getting worse in New York. Should the state of New York limit the number of 
exemptions? (Aired 5/25) 

9) The panelists discuss the edited video of Nancy Pelosi and the fact that 
Facebook allowed it to be shared on its platform. Then they discuss the choice of 
Democratic Presidential Nominees. Should electability be considered or should it 



be who is most Presidential? Finally they talk about the flooding that residents 
around Lake Ontario are experiencing. Can anything be done? (Aired 6/1)

10) The panel discusses the New York City rent control bills that are now in 
Albany. Is the "good cause" eviction bill a good idea? Next, for the first time in 
Europe the centrist parties lost; is this similar to 2016 in the U.S.? Finally, a look 
at the Mexican tariffs; will this idea make the government of Mexico serious on 
controlling refugees? (Aired 6/8) 

11) The panelists talk about the violent arrest made in Syracuse that was 
recorded on a camera phone. Was excessive force used? Would police body 
cams help? Next, a look at a one party government. How can we bridge the 
divide? Finally, a look at prisoners at Guantanamo Bay who have been there 
without a trial for over 17 years. Is this legal and how can the legal process move 
forward? (Aired 6/15) 

12) The panelists discuss the voting record of John Katko and if he is more 
willing these days to vote across the aisle. Why would he be interested in 
working with the Democrats? Next, a discussion on affordable housing, and what 
kind of issue it will be for the national election; Finally, a look at the tensions 
between the U.S.A. and Iran. Would the U.S. look weak not retaliating against 
Iran? (Aired 6/22) 

13) The panelists discuss the split decisions at the Supreme Court. Does the 
president have the authority to attack Iran? And then they flesh out the latest at 
Harvard as it removes a dean after students object to one his legal clients. (Aired 
6/29)

Thursday Morning Roundtable is a one-hour public service program produced by 
University College of Syracuse University, and it is aired weekly during the Syracuse 
University academic year. We have it on ReadOut every Sunday at 12:15 PM. It is also 
posted on WCNY’s website as a podcast. TMR is a weekly civic forum bringing together 
a mix of citizens to learn about and discuss community issues and problems.  Each 
program has a guest speaker or panel of experts, and members of the group pose 
questions after each talk.  Here are the programs that aired in April 2019.

1) Guests: Dan Sieburg from the Rescue Mission and Megan Stuart from the 
Housing and Homeless Coalition of CNY. (4/7)

2) Guest: Onondaga County Executive Ryan McMahon. (4/14) 
3) Guest: Andrew Goodrich, Syracuse University’s Deputy Athletics Director and 

Chief Marketing Officer. (4/21)
4) Guest: Mitch Gelman, the new President and CEO of WCNY, who spoke about 

his new role and the future of WCNY radio and television. (4/28: final TMR of 
academic year)



The Capitol Pressroom is a daily one-hour radio program that is produced by WCNY 
and broadcast from the Legislative Correspondents Association Pressroom on the third 
floor of the State Capitol in Albany. The show is hosted by Susan Arbetter, and features 
interviews with important newsmakers. It also features analysis from seasoned political 
reporters who work the Albany beat for newspapers and wire services around the state 
including The New York Times, Newsday, the Albany Times-Union, Gannett News 
Service and the Associated Press.  It is run on ReadOut (on a one-day delay from the 
broadcast on various public radio stations) every weekday at 10:15 AM and 5:15 PM. It 
also runs at 11:15 AM on Saturdays. Podcasts are also available on WCNY’s website 
(http://www.wcny.org). 

Connect: NY is a public affairs program from WCNY-TV that usually airs monthly. 
According to the WCNY website, “Connect NY offers lively insightful discussion, 
information and analysis on timely topics that affect the residents across the Empire 
State.  Tackling those public affairs topics significant in the lives of New Yorkers across 
the state, we will explore personal experiences, important conflicts and tough issues 
unfolding at the state level through the lens of the stakeholders involved.  As we gain 
the perspective of those in government, labor and environmental organizations, 
community leadership, law and business, this program aims to shed light on potential 
solutions to the complex problems New Yorkers seek to solve. A panel of leaders and 
experts lend their perspective in a dynamic discussion moderated by Susan Arbetter, 
WCNY’s Director of Public Affairs Programming and host of WCNY’s state-wide daily 
broadcast radio show “The Capitol Pressroom.”  Here are the Connect: NY programs for 
April, May and June 2019. 

1) “The Future of I-81” The current political divisions over the future of I-81 are as 
sharply defined as the physical divisions were when the elevated highway was 
built over 50 years ago. There are several possible ideas to consider, but the 
community has had a difficult time coalescing around a single plan. On the next 
Connect: NY, we discuss how disinvestment in highway infrastructure is affecting 
local communities in New York, as well as the uncertain future of I-81. (Aired on 
ReadOut at 12:45 PM on Monday, 4/15/19; also on ReadOut at 1:15 PM on 
Tuesday, 4/16/19.)

2) “Beyond PTSD: Veterans, Health and Society” According to the New York State 
Department of Environmental Conservation, the state’s future looks warmer and 
wetter. Carbon dioxide and other potent greenhouse gases remain in the 
atmosphere for decades or even centuries, guaranteeing change even as we 
reduce emissions. The questions are, what is New York doing to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, and are we doing it quickly enough? (Audio aired on 
ReadOut at 12:45 PM on Monday, 5/27/19; also on Tuesday, 5/28/19 at 1:15 
PM) 

3) “The First 1000 Days: Conception to Pre-K.” A child´s first three years are the 
most crucial years of their development. With that in mind, New York State 
created the “First 1000 Days on Medicaid Initiative” in the summer of 2017. Just 
about 2 years into the program, we will discuss how it’s shaping up with a team 



of experts in fields including child care, education, child welfare, and public 
health. (Audio aired on ReadOut at 12:45 PM on Monday, 6/24/19; also on 
ReadOut on Tuesday, 6/25 at 1:15 PM)

Double Down is an educational quiz program from WCNY-TV, hosted by Noah Eagle. 
Students face challenging questions on science, math, literature, current events and 
other topics, and the three-member high school teams compete for prizes and bragging 
rights. Questions are tied to New York State curriculum, including English, STEM, and 
current events.  Audio from the half-hour show airs on ReadOut every Saturday at 9:45 
AM. Videos of each show are available on WCNY’s website (http://www.wcny.org). 

Cycle of Health is a half-hour program from WCNY-TV, telling the stories of people 
who are living their way to good health. Cycle of Health provides a new approach to 
talking about health by sharing the intimate stories of people who have overcome health 
challenges. Along with host Angela Moonan, doctors present a multi-faceted view of 
how a health crisis affects individual patients and their families; what happens during 
treatment, recovery; and adapting to a new normal of healthy living. Audio from the half-
hour show runs on ReadOut on Friday at 2:15 PM, with repeats on Sunday at midnight, 
7:06 AM, and 1:45 PM; Monday at 7:30 AM; and Friday at 2:15 PM.  Videos of each 
show are available on WCNY’s website (http://www.wcny.org). 

SciTech Now is a half-hour program from WCNY-TV. SciTech Now tells the stories of 
advancements in technology, science, and many other fields that could shape our future 
in amazing new ways. The half-hour show is comprised of multiple segments that 
originate from PBS stations, including WCNY, in a collaborative network that stretches 
across the country. It also features contributions from Simon Perez. Audio from the 
show runs on ReadOut on Saturdays at 5:45 PM. Videos of each show are available on 
WCNY’s website (http://www.wcny.org). 

ACB Reports is a half-hour program produced by the American Council of the Blind. 
This monthly news magazine deals with issues affecting blind people and people with 
low vision. It airs on ReadOut on Sundays at 1:15 PM, Mondays at 7:00 AM and 2:45 
PM, Tuesdays at 8:07 AM, and Fridays at 1:45 PM. 


